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Ben (Aged 9) 

MK Dons v Lincoln City 

Here at Stadium MK, over 5,000 Lincoln fans are creaking up the atmosphere. There are plenty of home fans 

here too entitled to a free Nando’s if they can guide themselves past the roundabouts in Milton Keynes. 

Neither teams have been particularly sharp as Mk Dons give a free kick away, roughly 40 yards out on the 

right side of the pitch. Neal Eardley curls a dangerous ball into a crowded box but none of the MK Dons 

players can get their head to it and Shackell’s header is heading goal bound but it is menacingly cleared off 

the line by an MK Dons player. 

Minutes later, MK Dons give a throw-in away and it is taken by Neal Eardley who has not been quiet today. 

McCartan dribbles into the box and is taken out from behind and wins a penalty! The Lincoln fans make a 

booming cheer from the opposing side of the pitch as John Akinde slowly steps up and calmly sends the ball 

into the bottom right corner, one-nil Lincoln. 

Lincoln press high on the brink of half time as Akinde chests it down for McCartan to make a through ball for 

Anderson to run onto. He dummies the defender and makes his way into the six-yard box and passes it across 

goal but the MK Dons defender is there. 

Akinde and Anderson make their way around Lewington but Akinde’s shot goes wide. A ball is played in and 

an MK dons player headers it but Gilks makes a magnificent save to keep Lincoln in the lead. Gilks smashes a 

ball  for Akinde who passes to Andrade who strikes incredibly into the bottom corner as the last kick of the 

game and the Lincoln fans go wild. 

 


